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lm Introduction. This thesis treats of certain sets of space curves
which form a closed sequence or cycle with respect to the operation of find-
ing the locus of the center (a) of the osculating circle or (b) of the oscu-j
lating sphere of a space curve. Any curve of the sequence is thus the locus
of the center of the osculating circle or the center of the osculating sphere
of another curve of the sequence.
Let M be a point on a non-circular space curve and let M 1 be the cen-
ter of the osculating circle of C at M. As M describes C, M
x
describes a
curve c
x
.
We consider first the case in which M is the center of the oscu-
lating circle of C
x
at M
x
, We shall prove the following theorem:
II. Two Curvbs in Sbsubnce (a). Thborbu I. The necessary and suf-
fictent condition that, for all positions of M on C, the point M is the cen-
ter of the osculating circle to at M
x
is that the radius of first curva-
ture of C is constant.
The coordinates of the center of first curvature are*
(l) x % = x + pi; g % ' y + pa; z x * z + pn,
where x, y, z are the coordinates of the original space curve C, p is its
radius of first curvature and I, m, n are the direction cosines of the
principal normal of C at M.
*In this worlc we
ential Geometry. For
shall follow the notation used in Bisenhart's Differ-
the derivation of equations (1) see Bisenhart, Art. 9.

To show that the condition stated in the theorem is necessary:
We mast have in connection with (O, in order that M is the center of
the osculating circle to C lt the equations
(2) Px^; y 55 y x * p^; z z x + px*g,
where p x is the radius of first curvature of the curve C x and l lr m lt n lt
are direction cosines of the principal normal of G x at M x * Combining (D
and (2) we have
(3) x
x
* x
x
* p t
l
x
+ pi; y
x
= y ±
+ p 1
«
1
+ pm; g±
- z
x
+ p^ + pn,
(*) p 1 Z 1 = - pi; p 1m 1 = - pro; p 1 n 1 = - pn.
We see that the principal normals of G
x
and c» at M x and * respectively,
must coincide. Therefore, if p and p x are made positive, we have
(5) P P x .
Differentiating (D with respect to s the length of arc along C we have
( 6) a ? <i * f> = a p (- * - i) + p» Z = - 9 u.is pT T
Also
The primes indicate differentiation with respect to s. X, ji, v are the
direction cosines of the binormal to C at M and s is the length of arc of
cLjc d u 3lz
C. t is the radius of torsion of C at M. — 1 are proportional
is ds ds
to the direction cosines of the tangent to C
x .
Therefore, we have
(., i , !f» . *! * - , ( tl fi* * g» ». If*) = o
ds ds ds 1 ds 1 ds 1 ds
= - £(j\ + m\i + nv) + p'(Z 2 + * 2 + n 2 ) = p' = 0.
T

3(9) Therefore p constant. The condition stated in the theorem is neces-
sary.
We will now show that the condition is sufficient. Prom ( 6 > and (7)
we see if p is constant that
ix pX 111 » - it-
is
(ii) Therefore (~i) S (~i) 3 (£i) 2
ds ds ds ds
dz
x
pv
/ P \2/ . 2 2 2 X(-) (X + jl * V )
T
length of arc alon^ C x . Therefore
- K-) , where Si is the
T
(12)
ds ~ t'
dx is p x
(13) = a = - X-(+ -) = + X;
ds ds 1 t p
Pi " + W Yi = + v.
a lf and Yi are the direction cosines of the tangent of 1 at My
To calculate p x we have the formula
(14)
ds? ds? ds 1
iii)2 + (!^i)
2
+ (!li>
i
2
ds ds ds,i — i *°i
ii ) (ft )
2 £ ) 8
ds t ds x ds x
^ )
2
+ (ft ^ )
2
+ 2f )
2
ds ds t ds ds t ds is x
,2 2 2
l) 2 (L + 2L 2.)
p T
8 T 2 T
2
.2*

Therefore
(16) P " ?v
The coordinates of the locus of the center of the osculating circle to
C A are, say, x2 , y2 , z2 . Therefore
(16) x 2 = xx p 1 Z 1 • xx * pi; ^2
=
^i - P*J P*.
(16) may be written by means of (D
(17) x
2
- x + pi - pi = x; y2 = .(/ pm - ps
* y\ zz
=
z.
That is the point # 2 , the center of the osculating circle of c 1# coincides
with # of C. The condition stated in the theorem is, therefore, necessary
and sufficient.
In order that we may study a similar problem for the locus of the cen-
ter of the osculating sphere, we find it necessary to determine the values
of p, and x ^ of this locus. p x is the radius of first curvature and t 1 is
the radius of torsion of the locus which we will represent by C
x
»
III. Radius of Curvature. Theorem II. The radius of first curva-
ture of the locus of the center of the osculating sphere of a space curve
is
where the primes indicate differentiation with respect to the length of arc
s of the curve C.
The coordinates x lt y lt z x of the center of the osculating sphere are
given by*
(D x x = x + pi - p'tX; y x * y * pm - p'Tfx; zx * z pn - p'xv.
*Biaenh»rt, Differential Geometry, pa,*e 37, equations (94).

Differentiating (i) withrespect to s, we have
(2)
ft
= £ * p ' z * rp * x(p ' T) ' - x '(p' t )
a p'l - p(- + -) - X(p'x)'
P T
-ei
->(,,)
- Hi '* (P'T)').
Likewise = - n[- + (p'x)'J
d s x IS T
(3) lf|! = - X '[H + (p'x)'] - \[£ + (p'x)']'
ds 2 X X
= - fl?* (p'r)']' - ,u[° * (p'x) 'J'
is
(4)
,2 -
- v'[- + (p'x)'] - v[° + (p'x)']
( ifi
)
4
ds
(6) (i
8
.i)
2
= (2^i)2 (Uif * (i!i) 2
ds ds ds ds
= (X
2
,a
2
v
2
)[^ (p'x)']
x
= [£ (p'x)']
2
.
et - + (p'x)' s U for convenience,
x
J U2( X'
2 |i' 2 + v' 2 ) 20U'{K'\ + n'fi + v'v) + (7)0/ 2 -( »f2
(6)
04
See Bisenhart, Differential Geometry, pa^e 10, equation (30).

c—jfjr— + w(o)
3
;
T2 ^ + (p'T)'] 2
T
Therefore
(7) ? x = d* ( P 't)']<.T
IV. Radius op Torsion. Thsorsm III. /Vte radius o/
LOCUS Of the center of the osculattni sphere is
T i
r P j_ ( t \ »
l
= p[- + (p'T)'J
T
»
1
(I)'
2 j
* i *%i
E"
| d
3
3
| d?
T2[- + (p'T)']
2
!-
T 1
| 2
!
=
" pl 135
ds
x
61
1 ds 1
i
j {
\[ ?- + (P'T)']
X
ds2 i
,3 1
d ZjJ
t
[£ ^ (P'T)']
6
j
T
( - M-C— (P't)']
T
)'
(- (p
-r
L
'T)']|
t»[* (P'T)']
3
|
X
T 1 V
j
[H (p't)']
4
i
T 1
T2 1 x J*
V
[£" + (p't)'] 1
T 1
l *
T T
n
T
U'T - T'i »'T " T
"J— ^
'» n'x - x'n
1
•See problem It, P*£« 21,
glsonhart'a

- (p'x)'
X
I
V
T
m
x
S (p'x)'
T
X
I
P x P x
- (p't)'
T
m
P p
7 I X
I
I
I I
I
I
I- a
I*
T
(P't)']
- 3
; I a 3 Yj
(P'T)'J
I
I
II
I
m
:* f» v l
1
T
(P't)']
V
n
-(X * 2)
P x
Therefore
(2) T- = pt- (P'T)']."
T
Prom the proceeding theorem we have p. = ± t[- * (p't)']. Therefore
1 T
(3)
Pi
"
T
Let M be a point of a non-spherical space carve C and let M 1 be the

8center of the osculating sphere for the point M of C. As M moves along C,
M 1 generates another space curve, say X», The center of the osculating
sphere for the point M x of C x is, say U 2 * We wish to determine the condi-
tions so that the point M 2 coincides with M for all positions of I*. We will
call the points M and M
x
corresponding points. We now state
V, Two Curves ih SsauENCE^B). Theorem IV. The necessary and sufficien
condition that two space curves are so related that either is the locus of
the center of the osculating sphere of the other for corresponding points,
is that p is a constant.
We see from Theorem I that the condition stated in the theorem is suf-
ficient. That is, we have for the coordinates of the osculating sphere
(1) x x = x + pi - p'xX; y x = y + pm - p'xu; z x = z + pn - p'xv.
If p' = 0, we have
(2) x% - x + pi; gt y * pjjj; zx = z + pn.
That is, the center of the osculating sphere and the center of the osculatinj
circle coincide. Hence we may consider Theorem I for the sufficiency of the
condition as stated in Theorem IV.
To prove that the condition is necessary we proceed as follows.
(3) x
x
= x + pi - X(p'x)
(*) y
x
= y * 9 m - n(p'x)
(5) z
x
= z + pn - v( p 'x)
Also as the points M and M 2 are coincident we have
(e) x = x
x
* ? l l 1
-
^iP^i
(?) y = yx
+ Pi^! - HiP^i

9(8) z = zl * P 1 n1 - v^Tj.
(a) may be written
x
x
- x = p i - Xp.'x
and (a) may be written
*i - *
=
- Pi l i + x iPiT i-
Therefore
(9) pi - M'T = ~ Pi^i * x iPiT ii
also from (4) and (?)
(10) ?m - * - H^i'
from (6) and (8) we have
(11) pn - vp'x = - p l n 1 * *i9$it>
He have shown in Thsorem II that
*?i
- . Xtf * (p't)'] = ± X~-
ds t ds
djc Xds
We will ohoose the sign of s. such that 3 Therefore1 ds ds
dx-j
% , d.(/i dz t(12) = X; also = \i; -~* = v.
is^ dsj, dsi
Let ^ = a ; 3 3 ; ~- = y . Differentiating we have
ds
x
ds
x
ds t
, ,
da dX I dp\ d|i J» dYl dv n
ds ds t ds ds t ds ds t
, % da ds i/ds , I da, r p' , , VM _ dSj^(14) — i— = -(— ) - = —1, as p = + x[- + (p i) J = t—- • Therefore
ds ds x t ds i pi dsi 1 t ds

10
n = n
±
.
da
(is) I 9 P tJ^
=
l
x
; also m = m % ;
We have the following relations
1 » X 2 * l
2
* X 2 = a2 + I 2 + X
2
.(16)
Therefore
(17) X
a2 * i 2 X2ill
(18) |a
2
=
1
a
2
;
also - 3
2
;
2 2\ * Y • Therefore
h = ± a; also = ± 9; Vi = £ y.
pi 3i YVj = 1+ X f* + v 1 = •
1
1
n\
1
- 1+ a + 13 it!
»i H\ i i j i m
1
n\
1
k 14 1+ a i 3 11 YI i X 1vl
= 1 = la
I i
IX
P Y!
rcl
vi
Therefore
(17)
We now have
\t
a
- a; ^ = - 3; v = - Y «
(19)
a
x
* X;
i 9 i
t ;
Xi = - a; ^ = - 3;
Yl = v.
n
~
v i = - Y-
Multiplying equations (»),< (io),and (n) by n 9 $ ± and y* an d adding
we have
(20) p(la
x
+ rc^ + nyi) - p't(\ol 1 + + vy x )
9 " Pi(ii<*i + »i3i + »iYi) PiT^a^i + 3 lti 1 + YiVi) = =

11
= p<ZX + my. nv) - p'x(X8 u2 + v 2 )
= - o't = 0.
For an analytical non-minimal curve it 0; therefore we have p' = 0, or p =
a constant. Hence the theorem. As before we could show that p t
3
- p.
VI. Discussion on 2(m + 1) Curvbs. We will now show that a problem
similar to Thborbm IV involving three curves^tintenable. In fact, we can
show, in general, that the problem is possible only when we consider an
even number of curves. Let us consider n + 1 curves,
C
a+1 coincides with C. We will suppose that any one of the curves, say <?r+1
is the locas of the center of the osculating sphere of C p ; also consider
the points
M, M lt M z , • • • •. •. *. v •> M r ,
# p+1> • v • v •. M a, #n+1>
where # p+1 is the center of the osculating sphere of c r at M r ; r is 0, 1, 2,
v v *, n. The point # Q+1 of C n*i coincides with M of 0.
We have seen from Theorem IV, equation (18), that the tangent of C
t
at
M
x
is perpendicular to the tangent of C at M; also that the principal nor-
mals to C and C
x
at M and respectively are parallel. Therefore in gen-
eral for n such curves, we see that the tangent to Cp>1 at # r *i is perpen-
dicular to the tangent to C p at M p ; the principal normals are all parallel.
Prom this we see that the tangent to Cr+1 at # P + 1 is parallel to the tan-
gent to C p x at #p-1 • We may express this latter statement symbolically
as follows.
(i) c ii c2 ii c 4 ii • ii c2a ii o, Gt ii c 3 ii c6 ii ii cam . x » ov
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where 2m + 1 - n. Including C, we have n + 1 curves. Therefore
(2) (2m + l) + 1= n+1=2m+2 = 2(m * 1 ).
Therefore, we must have an even number of curves in order that this problem
is possible.
We will now consider the problem of four curves so related as stated
above.
VII. Four Curves in Si^ubncb. Thborbsm V. The necessary and suf-
fioient condition that four curves are so related that any one of the curves
is the locus of the center of the osculating sphere of one of the others is
that p = constant, p is the radius of first curvature of any one of the
curves.
We have for equations of the corresponding points, Mlt M2 , Ms, and M,
1) x = x + p I - Xp 'T; g%
= y + pm - fXp'T; zx = z + On - vp 't.
2) x2 = xx + p 1 i 1 - \xHtVp y2 = yx + piWj, - UiP1t i; z2 = zx + p^ - v lP^ 1#
2 2 r2r 2 3i 2 2 2r 2
4) X S
*3 + P,l 8
X d 'T-
3 K 3 sr » = Va P 3
*
3 " ^3 P3T 3 ; 2 " *a + Pa»a ~ v aPi»T*-3 r 3*3 3r 3
Combining the equations in x we get
(5) = pi p 1 Z l + p.a l 8 p 3 i 3 - Xp't - X 1p[T 1 - X 2 p 2x 2 - X 3 p 3T 3 .
By combining the equations in y and z we get
(6) = pm + p i »1 p 2 OT2 + p3 »3 - up'T - UipiTj, - U2 p£T 2 - U3P3T3.
(7) 0' pn + p 1 n 1 + p 2 n2 * p 3 n3 - vp'x - v 1 p{x 1 - v 2 p^x 2 - v 3 p 3T3 .
We have shown that
|*| = - (p'T)'] = - X(i i- 1 ).
ds t ds

13
If we choose s so that the + sign is negative we have
(8)
ix
Z'~ = a i = x ; also t n; Yi = v.
Ife have shown that
• = p[£ (p'x)'].
A T
By means of 2fi = - [- + (p'x)'], we may write
as t
(10)
Also we have p. = + x[- + (o'x)'] = x[ + - + (p'x)'] =
1 X "* X
"*
i s
x(- --l). Therefore
ds
(ii) Pl
Therefore
ds I is, is. lis
ds dX ds da.
P1(^) . l% = - i. Likewise £ 2 = = I
Pl Til" ' - - IX
I
1
v | = +
1
\\ = 1 a
1
n
*i
1 1 1 1
k
n 1
1
1 1
1
m n 1 1 I
1
W
m n\
1
1
vlH v i« Hi
1
vil
1
IX v 1 1*
v
x
- y. Likewise X 2 = ol 1 - X = a 3 . Likewise X x = X 3 .
Therefore
(i3)X 1= a; m>1
s 3; -
and (7)
Multiplying (5) and (6)^by i, /b, n, respectively and adiing we get
(14) = p - Pi + p 2 - p 3 = p
r T2a + plTl2Zl x i . p 2 T 2 2* 2 X2 + PaXaZ^Xg
= p - Pl + p 2 - p 3 .
»nd (7)
Multiplying (5) and (6)
A
by a, 3, Y > respectively and adding we get
(is) = (2p)(tf) - (p» T + p 2T2 ) 2aX - pir^Xf u* v *) . + ^ + y

14
Multiplying by X, u, v and adding we get
(la) = p't + P o? »
dS
Prom (9) we have t = - p—1 ; also we have1 is
is,, / JSwdSo. is
2
^is, ds ds, ds
Therefore
T
_
T 2
(17)
ds ds 2
'
(la) may be written
° - 4l
+ li^ s(ap + w --to J.o> 2 -i 'J
Therefore
(18) p + p2
= constant; also p^ + p 3
= constant* We have
P = P + T a
(p'
a
TJ'
=
^2 * T 2 ( P 2 T 2 ) '
+
I
1 d( " P'l3 333 « AAA q|q ^ 1
= p, Il 4(^Tl ) - |j dCp'^) T8( P'8Ta )'1 dSj^ ii dSj^ il AAA
= p + TiCpit)' + T 2 (poTo)' = P-
Tharefore
(19) T t (p!T)' + T2 (p 2 T 2 )' = 0.
(20) Pi + p2 = C = pi p 2 T 2 (p 2 T 2 )'= pi + p. + ti(Pi ti)' + T2 (p 2 T2 )'A 1 A A ' «
*P 1 C -
(21) Therefore p 1 = constant; but if p± - constant we see from Theorem IV
that p p 1 = constant and we have the four curves degenerating into two.

We will now consider the extension of Thborbm V to the general case
of 2(m 1) curves.
VIII. 2(m l) Curvbs in Ss^obncb. T hborbm VI. The necessary and
sufficient condition that 2{m + 1) curves are so related that any one of
the curves is the locus of the center of the osculating sphere of one of
the others is that p is constant.
Prom equation (is), Thborbm V, we have seen that for four curves, we
have
(1) p + p 2 = constant.
By the same reasoning as used in deriving equation (18), it can be shown
that for an even number of curves
(2) p + p 2 * P 4 + Pe + * ' '• ' ' ' ' ' '
,+
P2a = constant.
Prom Thborbm III, equation (3) we have seen that
Ife may by the proper choice of the sign of the length of arc s write (3)
for curves C and Cx as
Also for curves Ci and 0% we can write
(5)
Therefore
(6)
T
P
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It is now evident for 5(» ;) carves that we may write
(7 ) £ = £* = £* s £5 = = £Sa - x
Therefore
(8) p- Xt; P2 « Xx2 ; - v v vv •. v v v v v v • .% p2a = Xt2b .
Suppose that there is a solution to this problem. Then the intrinsic equa-
tions of Ct G2 ,
.........
^
c2a may be written
(9) * p = f(s); T = f(s); p g = f 2 (S 2 ), T 2 = 'j/2(s2 );,-V... .......
By eliminating s
,
s
g , s2b ,
we may obtain from equations (9), the
equations
(10) ?(p, T ) = 0; Mp2 ,T2 ) = 0;
Therefore
(11) j<p,fi-) = 0; F2 (? 2 ,l*)
= 0;
If F, ?
2 >
""'
,
are independent of X then p is constant. Other-
wi se
(18) p = q>(X); p 2
= 9 2 (X); v v v
• • • v • • • • • •
If we substitute these values of p, p 2 , ""»? 2^ equation (2), we obtain
(13) ?(X) ?2 (X) + ' *•*••• * * * ' qp2 £ X) = constant.
(14) Therefore p = constant.
It is thus seen from Thsobsm IV that the 2{m * 1) carves degenerate
into two curves, each being taken (m + 1) times.
*See liiaahart, Differential Geometry, Art. 13, pt(> 9 22.
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